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Abstract. Geographical advantage is important index when we select location. Before
setting up house, determining meeting place and opening business shop, it is natural
that we consider the geographical advantage depending on the purpose. In this paper we
propose an extended spatial interaction model permitting consideration of several path
selection for each origin-destination pair. The spatial interaction model is known as a
general model because it has been developed by entropy maximization principle for a long
history. From observed data about traffic flow, our model can estimate traffic volume from
origin to destination by using observed traffic flow data. It can be regarded as a merged
concept between the geographical advantage and accessibility of the spatial interaction
model in unified way. The parameter estimation procedure for the proposed model is
developed. The availability of our model which can consider not only a network structure
but also a traffic flow is shown in a numerical experimentation.
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1. Introduction. Geographical advantage is one of theoretical values for the advantage
of position. It was proposed to evaluate the street network from view of quantitative anal-
ysis. The geographical significance is assumed to satisfy the following recursive structure.
The activity value at any point is calculated by considering the effects from other points
of traffic network, any point also affects other points through traffic network according
to its activity value. Such recursive structure of activity can be calculated as the eigen
vector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix representing the
structure of graph [6]. Furthermore, based on maximizing interaction between any two
points of traffic network, a logical basis to quantitate an index of geographical significance
by formulating an activity distribution has been proposed [12].

In the conventional research of an urban planning, a retail trade area model [11] where
an effect to certain point from certain city is assumed to be proportional to city population
size and be inversely proportional to a distance from point to city, which is based on a
concept that spatial distance affects to human behavior like a friction phenomenon. It is
known as a gravity law of retail trade because a mechanism is similar to Newton’s gravity
law. The retail trade area model has been extended to represent interactions among plural
points [2], [3], and they are called a spatial interaction model. As an attenuation function
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